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How to Use Trance Depth – From The 
Esdaile State to Waking Hypnosis 

with Richard Nongard & Roger Moore 

Description 

Trance depth is perhaps the most misunderstood and controversial topic in hypnosis. In this three 
hour workshop we will share with you “depth scales” such as the Arons Depth Rule, the Stanford 
Depth Scale, The Harvard University Scale and measures in this area of hypnosis. We will even 
share with you the processes James Esdaile used to create what is often known as “The Esdaile 
State.” No need to spend a zilllion dollars in a special depth seminar- we will give you the 
knowledge and resources you need to achieve amazing results! 

You will learn exactly what you need to know to understand the metaphor of trance depth and its 
relationship to hypnotic phenomena. You will see and experience a full range of hypnotic 
processes that you can use in your own practice. 

At the conclusion of this course, you will have: 

1.)  Scripts that to this point, Nongard and Moore have never published, that explore the 
boundaries of trance depth from their unique perspective. 

2.) A real understanding of the Esdaile state and its value in all forms of hypnosis and influence 

3.) Methods for medical hypnosis that are based on hypnotic phenomena and an accurate 
understanding of trance depth. 

4.) A set of resources to help you identify the trance depth client’s experience. 
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Introduction: 

Trance Depth- The way humans understand concepts is through relationship or comparison to 
something else.  We understand depth, and understand trance, and so to describe various 
expressions of trance, the metaphor of depth is utilized.  This is not literal- no state of hypnosis is 
literally “deeper” than another, after all, “What is deep?”  or for that matter, “what is hypnosis?”  
So in this workshop, “trance depth” will be used to help us conceptualize the possibilities in 
hypnosis rather than a limiting set of occurrences within a particular experience. 

Esdaile State – One web definition called this “the deepest state of hypnosis known”.  It is 
sometimes associated with other terms, including the “Sichort” state and “Ultra-super-dooper 
hypnosis.”   Who was James Esdaile and why is he associated with “deep” hypnosis?   Esdaile 
was a Scottish physician who used hypnosis in surgery (scrotal tumors) before the advent of 
chemical anesthesia.  He wrote extensively about his processes, which we all imagine must have 
been really deep to do scrotal surgery without modern anesthesia.   But that is our mind, creating 
relational frames to understand what really is simple phenomena and the true power of the 
ordinary mind.  

Esdaile believed he had tapped into the divine through Messmerism, and so a mystical 
connection between trance depth and Esdaile remains.   But James Braid, clarified this: “In 
theory I entirely differ from Dr. Esdaile. He is a Mesmerist – that is, he believes in the 
transmission of some peculiar occult influence from the operator to the patient, as the cause of 
the subsequent phenomena.” 

Somnambulism – A term that literally means sleepwalking.   It has been used in primitive 
hypnosis training to denote a mystical deep trance state, similar to the Esdaile State.  Stage 
hypnotists love to use the term as a way of describing good responders.  In actuality, it like the 
term hypnosis itself is a misnomer.   

A history of quantifying hypnotic experience 

Many attempts to quantify hypnotic experience through measuring depth have been made.  
Among the most well know are attempts by Harry Arons ( a self-taught hypnotist) and 
psychologists who developed “depth-scales” to help explain hypnotic phenomena. 

 Arons depth rule 
 Stanford Scale 
 Harvard Induction profile 
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Fractionation -   

1.)  As Convincer 
2.) As Induction 
3.) As Deepener 
4.) As Transitional deepener 

 

Two Person Induction Script Utilizing Confusion, hypnotic phenomena, fractionation and 
metaphor: (Transcript will be provided as script #1 after the event via email to 
participants) 

 

 Mindful Eye fixation 
 Fractionation 
 Progressive Muscle Relaxation 
 Mindfulness 
 Fractionation 
 Autogenic experience 
 Mindful observation 
 Fractionation number count 
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Stanford Scale C: 

Item Number Test Suggestion and Responses  

  

 0 - Eye Closure (not scored)  

 1 - Hand Lowering (right hand)  

 2 - Moving Hands Apart  

 3 -Mosquito Hallucination  

 4 -Taste Hallucination  

 5 - Arm Rigidity (right arm)  

 6 -Dream  

 7 -Age Regression (school)  

 8 - Arm Immobilization  

 9 -Anosmia to Ammonia  

 10 - Hallucinated Voice  

 11 -Negative Visual Hallucination (Three Boxes)  

 12 - Post-Hypnotic Amnesia 
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Davis-Husband Scale 1938 - 

0 None 
1 Hypnoidal 
1 Relaxation 
2 Fluttering of the eyelids 
3 Closing of the eyes 
4 Complete physical relaxation 
5 Catalepsy of the eye-lids 
 
2 Light trance 
6 Limb catalepsy 
7 Rigid catalepsies 
8, 9, 10 Progressive Glove anaesthesia 
11, 12 Partial posthypnotic amnesia 
 
3 Medium trance 
13, 14 Post hypnotic amnesia 
15, 16 Personality changes 
17, 18, 19 Kinaesthetic delusions 
20 Complete amnesia by suggestion 
 
4 Deep trance 
21 Ability to open eyes without affecting the trance 
22 Bizarre posthypnotic suggestions 
23, 24 Complete somnambulism 
25 Positive visual hallucinations 
26 Positive auditory hallucinations 
27 Posthypnotic systematised amnesias 
28 Negative auditory hallucinations 
29 Negative visual hallucinations 
30 Hyperaesthesia 
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Lecron-Brodeaux 1947- 

0 Subject fails to react in any way 
1 Hypnoidal 
1 Physical Relaxation 
2 Drowsiness apparent 
3 Fluttering of eyelids 
4 Closing of eyes 
5 Mental relaxation, partial lethargy of mind 
6 Heaviness of limbs 
 
2 Light trance 
7 Catalepsy of eyes 
8 Partial limb catalepsy 
9 Inhibition of small muscle groups 
10 Slower and deeper breathing, slower pulse 
11 Strong lassitude (disinclination to move, speak, think, or act) 
12 Twitching of mouth or jaw 
13 Rapport between subject and operator 
14 Simple posthypnotic suggestions heeded 
15 Involuntary start or eye twitch on awakening 
16 Personality changes 
17 Feeling of heaviness throughout entire body 
18 Partial feeling of detachment 
 
3 Medium trance 
19 Recognition of trance (difficult to describe but definitely felt) 
20 Complete muscular inhibitions (kinaesthetic delusions) 
21 Partial amnesia 
22 Glove anaesthesia 
23 Tactile illusions 
24 Gustatory illusions 
25 Olfactory illusions 
26 Hyper acuity to atmospheric conditions 
27 Complete catalepsy of limbs or body 
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4 Deep or somnambulistic trance 
28 Ability to open eyes without affecting trance 
29 Fixed stare when eyes are open; pupillary dilation 
30 Somnambulism 
31 Complete amnesia 
32 Systematised posthypnotic amnesia 
33 Complete anaesthesia 
34 Posthypnotic anaesthesia 
35 Bizarre posthypnotic suggestions heeded 
36 Uncontrolled movements of eyeballs 
37 Sensation of lightness, floating, swinging, of being bloated or swollen, detached feeling 
38 Rigidity and lag in muscular movements and reactions 
39 Operator’s voice seems like a radio station fading in and out. 
40 Control of organic body functions (heartbeat, blood pressure, digestion, etc.) 
41 Recall of lost memories (hyperamnesia) 
42 Age regression 
43 Posthypnotic positive visual hallucinations 
44 Posthypnotic negative visual hallucinations 
45 Posthypnotic positive auditory hallucinations 
46 Posthypnotic negative auditory hallucinations 
47 Stimulation of dreams (in trance or posthypnotic in natural sleep) 
48 Hyperaesthesia 
49 Colour sensations experienced 
50 Stuporous condition in which all spontaneous activity is inhibited 
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Ericksonian Induction 
Adapted from Hypnotherapy Scripts, Walters & Havens by Roger Moore 

 

Just allow yourself now to enter into trance, in your own way and in your own time, allowing 
that letting go to occur. Knowing that your conscious mind can do whatever it wishes, while your 
unconscious mind continues to hear, to listen, to learn and understand what I might just say now 
as you relax and begin to remember those other experiences of trance. 

Re-experiencing those changes, in thought, in feeling and in sensation as you drift down now 
into that trance even more comfortably and effortlessly than before. 

Relaxing, drifting down, letting go, allowing all those thoughts to drift, images to appear, and not 
needing to do anything at all.  Not even needing to wonder what you just might learn now as my 
voice drifts down with you. 

And you really can allow that feeling of trance, right now… 

(optional) 

Perhaps remembering a time when you dropped a pebble into a pool of water.  Remembering 
how the water flowed in ripples on the surface, but just below the surface… just beneath the 
surface of awareness, the pebble drifts down… 

Drifting down, past the water animals… drifting down past the water plants, gently ….. floating 
…… down… nothing is disturbed as it slowly comes to rest on the bottom of the quiet pool and 
even the surface ripples are slower and quieter, and beneath the surface, all is still, … and 
calm… 
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Flying 
By Roger Moore 

http://www.HypnosisHealthInfo.com 

(Can be used for fear of flying or leaving other fears, anxieties, troubles, weight, and ??? behind) 

Have you ever noticed what it’s like to enter into that airplane trance? ….you stand there in line 
and walk down that jet way ….. and cross through the door and smile and nod to the flight 
attendant. 

You look down to your ticket and note your row and seat number and look up to see what seat 
you are at as you walk deeper into the plane and look down at your ticket …. And up at the row 
and down to your ticket…. Looking up and looking down deeper ……looking up…..and looking 
down….looking up…..and looking down…. Progressing deeper into the plane to your place of 
trans….formation. That’s right…. 

You place your baggage of (fears, anxieties…) under the seat in front of you as you settle in 
comfortably and fasten your seat belt …. Securing you safely as you travel from one state … to 
another state …… 

You can probably imagine, consciously, how things will go. And while your unconscious mind 
is doing something else that prepares you to do this you may feel a little anxious or un… sure of 
yourself. How can you expect that you’ll be completely comfortable in an airplane seat? But one 
thing that might help you relax now is that your unconscious mind knows about all the other 
uncomfortable times when you did far better than you expected. It knew what to do then, and it 
knows exactly what to do now, even though you don’t think you do. It has stored all of your 
memories and knows how to do things automatically, so consciously you can focus on whatever 
you deem important or even better, what will make this a relaxing experience for you as you 
travel comfortably from one state to another state. 

You know on this long flight it’s a perfect chance to read, to catch up…. for a short sleep. Your 
eyes look down as you read with the hum of the engines you are curious to discover how relaxed 
you can become…..you may notice various sensations of warmth or even a tingling sensation as 
you relax………your eyes may close ….. as you try to keep them open … it really doesn’t 
matter if they stay open ……or close now…. Very good…. 

As you relax even deeper feeling perfectly still…….. the more you drift into trance… 
…comfortably relaxed……dreaming of happy times …. pleasant times….. healing times…..  

If anyone is as easily able to relax like this as you are, they will find it easy to experience deep 
trance at just about anytime….you can relax every time you fly….even deeper. Can’t you? 

Perhaps while in this comfortable flying trance your eyes may open so that you can read, or 
work, or eat or even chat comfortably with your trance-mates. You may even remember to forget 
any turbulence unnoticed as merely bumps in the road. 
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(Flying page 2) 

As the plane begins its comfortable decent you are pleasantly surprised at what seemed like a 
short time was really a long time …. as you begin to imagine with joy this comfortable relaxed 
state that you can enter the next time you fly….. choosing now to consciously leave your 
baggage of (fears, anxieties…) under the seat in front of you or simply forgetting to remember to 
take it with you. 

It feels like a relief doesn't it, to leave this trance having done so well flying state to state from 
one trance to another trance knowing that next time you can enjoy the experience of flying 
without worrying about distance or time. 

But for now… allow yourself to return to this state…wide awake, relaxed … refreshed and 
feeling great! 

 


